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Author's Note

Twenty five years ago, I started my IT career as a UNIX/C programmer. By 1992, I was working 
as a very busy UNIX administrator so I gave up the safety of fulltime work for consulting. As a 
hedge against down time, I contacted a major training company and offered my services. Soon,
I was teaching their UNIX and C programming classes (very popular at the time). Over time, my 
love of UNIX morphed into a love of Linux so by 2002 I was teaching Linux for RedHat.

In 2004, I had the very good fortune to be contacted by VMware. Would I like a job working as a
trainer? I said “no” and asked if they wanted a contractor. They said no. I had this conversation
with VMware three times in 2004 until they finally agreed to hire me as a contractor. I sat the 
ESX I & II classes and earned my VMware Certified Professional on ESX 2.0 (VCP# 993).

I worked as a contract resource for VMware for about 4 years. I got to watch ESX grow from a 
niche product used primarily for testing into a full blown production platform. VMware was a 
young, company creating technical magic (VMotion was absolutely unbelievable in 2003). IMHO,
their software magicians were, and still are without equal. They have since delivered Storage 
VMotion, High Availability, DRS clusters, Fault Tolerant VMs and much, much more.

In 2008, I left VMware to work again as an independent. I enjoy training and was still a huge 
advocate of VMware's technology, so I decided to start a company to provide vendor 
independent VMware training courses that anyone could run. The result is this book set.

This Study Guide fully explains how each vSphere feature works. The accompanying Lab Guide 
takes you through the mechanics. Each lab starts at the very beginning and takes you through 
all the steps needed to complete the job. There is no magic in this course because nothing is 
done for you. In most cases, you can perform the labs at work exactly the same way and get 
the same result (just be careful and don't break anything!).

Developing courseware is much like developing software (my first job). You write, re-write, 
review, edit update, test until you truly believe that it is bug free. The reality is that bugs 
exist – and no doubt, some are lurking in this book set. If you find one, please let me know. I'll 
fix the issue and the next version of the courseware will be better for your input. As a bonus, I 
will provide a free ESXLab Certified Virtualization Specialist exam voucher to the first person 
who reports each unique bug 

VMware vSphere has rekindled my love of IT, and I've seen it do the same for others. Demand 
for VMware vSphere skills is growing – and so will your career once you master VMware vSphere 
5.5. My hope is that this class will help you get there much faster.

Larry Karnis
E-mail: larry.karnis@esxlab.com   Phone: 1 (905) 451-9488 x100
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Virtualization
➲ Introduction to Virtualization in general
➲ Introduction to vSphere 5.5 features
➲ Class OverviewEVALUATION COPY
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Virtualization – Before & After

➲ A software abstraction that creates virtual
hardware & maps it to physical hardware

➲ Is completely transparent to guest OS 
and applications

App
O/S

App
O/S

App
O/S

VMware vSphere

Before Virtualization

Traditional PC Server Deployments

●One O/S and Application per server
●Captive local disk
●Workloads locked to server

Virtual Deployment
●Require fewer physical servers
●Can run many workloads as Virtual Machines
●Workloads not locked to server (cold migration, VMotion, Storage VMotion)
●Load balancing and high availability options depend on shared disk
●Higher hardware utilization rates
●Lower marginal cost to deploy new workloads (just make a new VM)
●Better reliability and performance due to more capable hardware
●New options for Disaster Recovery, Back Up
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VMware vSphere
➲ VMware ESXi
● Enterprise class server virtualization software

➲ Management, Performance, Monitoring
● vCenter Server, vCenter Server Appliance

➲ Workload Resource Balancing
● VMotion, DRS Load Balancing Clusters

➲ Storage Resource Balancing
● Storage VMotion, Storage Profiles, Storage DRS

➲ High Availability
● HA Clusters, Fault Tolerant VMs

➲ Workload Migration and Back Up
● vCenter Converter
● Data Recovery / Data Protection / Replication

VMware provides a complete suite of products both for virtualization as well as for 
management, back up, disaster recovery, testing, replication and much more. These  
products make migrating to virtualization deployments very beneficial.

The primary risk of virtualization is too many eggs in one basket... That is, you cre-
ate risk if you consolidate workloads into virtual machines but lack the ability to:

- Load balance your VMs across physical servers
- Load balance storage capacity and performance across storage volumes
- Rapidly recover VMs that fail when a physical host fails
- Easily manage and monitor VMs
- Deploy VMs from known good images

If you cannot load balance, then you run the risk of poor VM performance (due to 
host resource over-commit). 

If you cannot automatically place and restart VMs due to a physical server failure, 
then you may have critical production VMs down for hours if a host fails. Further-
more, if a physical host that supports a large VM population fails catastrophically, 
then your VMs might be down for days (until the hardware can be repaired).

VMware Virtual Infrastructure provides solutions for all of the above. Other products 
are maturing but do not yet offer the same breadth or depth of functionality as 
VMware.
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Key Topics
➲ Virtualization Overview
➲ Stand Alone ESXi
➲ Virtual & Physical Networking
➲ Virtual Machines, Rapid Deployment
➲ vSphere Management
➲ NAS and SAN Shared Storage
➲ VM Migration, Load Balancing
➲ High Availability
➲ Physical to Virtual Conversions
➲ VM Back Up, Recovery and Replication
➲ Scalability and Performance

The above items are key topics in this class but not a complete list of topics. For a 
complete list of topics, please consult the Table of Contents.
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Public Class Daily Timetable

09:00 a.m. Start
10:30 a.m. Break
12:00 p.m. Lunch
01:00 p.m. Resume
03:00 p.m. Break
05:00 p.m. End of Day

➲ Informal
● Ask questions anytime

➲ Cell phones on 
vibrate please
● Please take calls 

outside class

Class Schedule

The above schedule is for public classes based on our standard timetable. Your training 
company/partner may set a different schedule.
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Problems & Opportunities
➲ Business or IT 

problem we face
● Identify common 

pain points. E.g.
● Provisioning
● Deployment
● Management
● Imaging
● Back Up & DR
● Etc.

➲ Virtual Solution
● Explain how Virtual 

Infrastructure 
addresses the 
problem
● New methods
● Streamlined 

procedures
● Less risk
● Faster results
● Reduced costs
● Simplify
● Etc.

Virtualization addresses most of the common pain points experienced by modern PC 
server deployments. As we go through this class you will learn how virtualization de-
livers the above benefits – and much more.
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Introductions
➲ Who
● Name and current job

➲ Why are you here?
● Official reason, then the honest reason!
● Personal goals for this class

➲ Prior experience with
● Windows
● Linux/UNIX
● VMware hosted products (Player, Server, etc.)
● vSphere 5.x/4.x, ESX 3.x, VirtualCenter 2.x
● 3rd party Virtualization (Xen/Hyper-V)

➲ Favorite vacation destination?

Experience with virtualization is not a prerequisite for this class... If you do have 
prior virtualization experience either with VMware products or other products – 
please feel free to share them with the class.
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VMware Certified Associate
➲ VCA-DV (Datacenter Virtualization)
● New vSphere certification track

● Authorized training not required
● Register with VMware to sit the exam
● Pass the VMware VCA-DV exam
● 50 Questions in 75 minutes
● Must score 300+ out of a possible 500
● No retake cooling-off period
● Cost is about $120USD

● We cover most things you need to 
know you to pass the VCA-DV exam!
● Should also learn the basic features and 

capabilities of
● vCenter Operations Manager
● VMware Site Recovery Manager

VMware Certified Associate – DataCenter Virtualization
A new certificate created by VMware August, 2013. VCA-DV is an first-tier 
certificate that indicates that holders posess a solid grounding in virtualiza-
tion fundamentals including design, implementation, administration and 
troubleshooting. The test is managed through Pearson/VUE and has a stan-
dard price of $120USD (as of October, 2013).

Holders of VCA-DV will be able to:
- define the use cases and benefits of datacenter virtualization
- Show cost, administrative and operational benefits
- Install, configure, administer and operate all major components
- Be able to back up and recover VMs
- Create and manage scalable clusters
- Deliver high service availability

For more information on the new VMware VCA-DV certificate, please visit:

http://mylearn.vmware.com/mgrReg/plan.cfm?plan=41162&ui=www_cert

The exam blueprint (requirements/details, etc.) is here: 
http://mylearn.vmware.com/lcms/web/portals/certification/VCA_Blueprint
s/VCAD510%20Exam%20Blueprint%20Guide%201.0.pdf
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ESXLab vSphere Certification
➲ ESXLab Certified Virtualization 

Specialist, Technician
● Exam based certifications for 

virtualization professionals
● Score 80%+ and earn ECVS 
● Score 60-79% and earn ECVT

➲ About the exam
● Available at the end of class
● 75 questions in 90 minutes
● Multiple choice or True/False
● Use as a practice exam before 

VMware VCA-DV
For more information see the brochure at the back of this book

VMware will not award certification to candidates unless you attend their class and 
then pass their exam. In response, ESXLab.com has created verifiable, vendor neu-
tral VMware vSphere certifications so that attendees of ESXLab vSphere classes can 
achieve certification. Our exam fully tests a candidates knowledge and skill with 
VMware's vSphere products.

There are two certifications you can earn. ECVS is awarded to candidates who, by 
scoring 80% or higher in the exam, demonstrate a superior level of knowledge and 
experience. ECVT is awarded to candidates who, by scoring 60% to 79%, demonstrate 
a solid understanding of the skills needed to effectively manage vSphere.

The ECVS exam is free to any one who attends an ESXLab.com class. Your instructor 
should make the exam available to you on Friday afternoon at the end of the lec-
ture/lab portion of the class. If you cannot stay for the exam (or if it is not offered), 
you can make arrangements with your local training center to sit the exam at a later 
time (note: a fee may apply).

To be successful in the exam, we strongly suggest you:
   - Review the course book daily giving extra time to topics you found challenging
   - Review and/or redo the labs so that you fully understand the mechanics
   - Ask questions in class
   - Review VMware official product documentation available at www.vmware.com
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Review & Questions
➲ VMware vSphere...
● A suite of software products that improves

● Resource usage – consolidation, load balancing
● Availability –  rapid recovery, FT duplication
● Scalability – DRS clusters, Storage clusters
● Management – vCenter Server

➲ Works with local storage, shared stor-
age
● Shared Storage enables

● Hot and cold VM migration
● Dynamic CPU/RAM load balancing
● Dynamic Storage load balancing
● High Availability clusters
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VMware vSphere
➲ Common IT problems
● vSphere solutions to these problems

➲ Scaling vSphere deployments
➲ Storage, Network and Server private 

cloud computing
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Problems & Opportunities 
➲ Low server resource utilization
➲ Data center costs, space, power, cooling
➲ Application, OS deployment
➲ Back Up & Recovery
➲ Server Refresh
➲ Remote access and support
➲ Hardware maintenance
➲ Operating system license costs
➲ Disaster Recovery
➲ Test, Development, Training, QA
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Server Resource Utilization
➲ Pre-virtualization server resource utiliza-

tion rates are often very low
● Typically, one OS/application per server
● Dedicated server average utilization: 3%-35%
● Usually one critical resource

● Other sub-systems mostly idle
➲ Why deploy only 1 OS, application/server?
● For political, administrative isolation
● I own/manage my own server

● For application, DLL isolation
● To simplify backup, recovery, DR
● Because of the perception that PC servers are 

cheap to buy, license, run

The most common method of deploying PC servers is one application per server. The 
reason for this is many-fold but is based on the belief that the complexities, risks 
and inflexibility of running many applications on a single server and operating system 
are simply not worth the cost savings of running many applications or services on a 
single PC server.
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Server Consolidation
➲ Many VM's/physical server
● VMs compete for available host 

CPU, RAM, Disk, Network 
● VMs get needed resources
● Not declared resources
● Idling VMs may give up CPU, RAM

● Ensures active VMs run well under 
CPU, memory over commit (i.e.:when 
vCPU count > physical core count)

● Share network, storage bandwidth
● Administrators can tune VMs
● Weighted scheduling, memory 

management and disk I/O
● Ensures critical VMs get resources 

as needed 

vSphere Virtualization

Virtualization solves the one-workload/server problem without the traditional costs, 
risks or complexities of installing many applications on a single server.

A PC server running VMware ESXi is capable of running many virtual machines con-
currently. Each virtual machine is an independent software entity that functions as a 
complete, generic PC server. Each virtual machine has:

- A virtual hardware layer that includes a generic motherboard, chipset, keyboard,
  mouse, video controller, IDE controller, CD/DVD device, NIC, PCI bus, SCSI 
  controller, SCSI disk(s), CPU(s) and memory sized appropriately for the intended
  operating system and application
- An operating system that recognizes and can drive virtual hardware
- One or more applications
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Datacenter Issues 
➲ Problems
● Power, cooling costs
● Square foot costs
● Out of rack space
● Expensive to build out

● Additional concerns
● Networking costs
● Shared SAN storage
● Back up procedures, 

time, costs
● Disaster Recovery
● Administrator time
● Config. consistency

➲ Virtual Solutions
● VM Consolidations: 

5-50+ VMs ESXi host 
● Relieves rack space

congestion
● Reduces power, 

cooling costs
● Leverages existing 

networking, storage
resources (SAN 
switches)

● Fewer physical 
servers to administer, 
back up, network, etc.

Data center power and cooling costs are substantial and are expected to continue to 
rise. Here are some sobering facts about what it takes to power a server in a data 
center:

- A 1U PC Server can draw 100W to 600W of power
- A 2U PC Server can draw 200-900W of power on each of its power supplies
- A 42U rack of 1U servers at just 200W/server will consume 8+kw/hr of power
- Many data centers double their power consumption every 3 years
- As servers become more powerful, the power draw per server increases
- Data centers often run out of power/cooling before running out of rack space
- Idle servers often consume more than 50% of their maximum power draw
- It can take up to 2 times the energy to cool a server as the server uses to operate
- Servers with 32+GB of RAM use more power to run RAM than they do to run
  CPUs (especially true of servers that run high frequency FB memory)
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OS, Application Imaging
➲ Problems
● Bare metal installs
● Complex
● Drivers, agents, etc.

● Time consuming
● Introduce needless 

variation, risk
● Imaging solutions not 

universal
● Tied to manufacturer, 

hardware components
● Images may not help if 

maker changes hardware 
configuration

➲ Virtual Solutions
● VMs use generic 

virtual hardware, 
not the underlying
physical hardware

● Easy to create VM 
master images
● Clones, Templates

● VM copy, customize...
● Easy to create a VM 

Image Library
● Easier to maintain
● Not tied to hardware
● Easy to change 

server H/W vendors

OS and application imaging solutions ease the task of deploying operating systems and 
their applications. Typically an administrator installs their preferred OS and apps onto a 
PC server and then uses an imaging tool to harvest a deployment image for future use. 
This works great if you need to deploy the same image onto the same hardware but can 
cause problems if:

- Your vendor changes underlying hardware (chipsets, storage controllers, etc.)
- Your images require frequent maintenance
- You change hardware vendors

Virtual machines don't suffer from these problems because their virtual hardware is in-
dependent from the underlying physical hardware seen by ESXi. So, even if you change 
hardware (or hardware vendors), you can still deploy VMs from your pre-built VM images 
or migrate VMs from one physical PC server to another.
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Back Up & Recovery
➲ Virtual Solutions
● Legacy LAN backup tools work in VMs
● File system back ups
● Expensive, complex, not always 100% reliable

● Backup/recovery/application/open file agents, etc.
● Disk Block Change Tracking
● ESXi marks disk blocks changed since the last 

back up
● Snapshot VM, copy changed block, commit

● Many solutions use this approach
● VMware Data Protection / Data Recovery
● Veeam
● Phd Virtual / Unitrends
● others...

VMs work with traditional LAN based back up tools – so you can continue to use these if 
you like. However, VM networking is not as efficient as pure physical networking, so you 
should expect your back up windows (time to complete a back up) to increase when us-
ing network based back up tools in a VM.

There are a number of solutions to this problem...

VMware Data Protection (VDP) performs snapshot based back ups with full virtual disk 
de-duplication, so backups are fast and complete. And Data Recovery provides you with 
the ability to do both file level and full virtual machine level recoveries. 

Third party back up tools such as VRanger Pro (www.vizioncore.com), PHD Virtual Back 
Up (www.phdvirtual.com) or Veeam Backup & Replication (www.veeam.com) leverage 
ESXi storage APIs to quickly and safely back up VMs. These tools are easy to install and 
use, are (relatively) low in cost (unlike traditional network back up tools) and make it 
easy to recover individual files or complete VMs.
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Server Refresh
➲ Problems
● PC servers have a 

short life span
● 3-5 yrs depending on 

available maintenance 
support contracts

● OS, application 
migrations are time
consuming, risky
● Workload down during 

migration
● Done off hours
● Hard to do remotely
● Inherently risky

➲ Virtual Solution
● Virtual hardware
● VM H/W is independent 

of physical hardware
● Easy to migrate VMs 

to another ESXi host
● Hot, cold VM migration 
● Limits down time

● 4 simple steps...
● Provision new server
● Install ESXi, join cluster
● Migrate VMs to new host
● Shut down, wipe server

● Can be performed 
remotely

Virtual Machine hardware is a software abstraction that is independent of physical 
PC server hardware. ESXi maps virtual hardware operations to physical hardware ac-
tivity.

Virtual machines see:

● A virtual motherboard with a chipset, keyboard, mouse, IDE, floppy controller
● A virtual PCI video controller
● One to four virtual IDE CD/DVD devices
● One to two virtual floppy drives
● A virtual PCI bus
● Up to 10 virtual Network Interface Cards (NICs)
● One to 4 virtual SCSI Host Bus Adapters (SCSI HBAs)
● Up to 15 virtual SCSI disks per SCSI HBA
● Up to 8-64 virtual CPUs that map to physical CPU cores (depending on your vSphere
  license and cannot exceed the physical cores in your ESXi host)
● Virtual memory that is indistinguishable from physical memory

Virtual hardware presented to VMs is the same regardless of the underlying physical 
hardware. Therefore a VM can migrate from ESXi host to ESXi host (even if the ESXi 
hosts are different makes or models of hardware) without issue.

The only exception is CPU. The make, model and stepping, but not cores or hyper-
threading, of the physical CPU is exposed to the Guest OS at boot time. These prop-
erties must not change (due to VM migration) as the VM runs.
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Windows Licensing for VMs
➲ Some Windows Server 2003/2008 

editions have VM friendly licensing 
● Windows Server 2k3/2k8 Standard

● Each VM needs its own license
● Windows Server Enterprise

● Each license key licenses up to four VM on one 
host at no additional charge

● Windows Server Datacenter 
● VM friendly pricing
● Each license key licenses an unlimited VMs on 

one host at no additional charge
● Always check your license agreements

● If possible, use volume license keys or multiple 
activation keys

Microsoft may grant you the right to run additional instances of Windows 2003/2008 
Server depending on the base license installed...

Windows 2003/2008 Standard licenses do not permit additional VM instances so every 
VM would require a unique Windows Standard license.

Windows 2003/2008 Enterprise permits a limited number of Windows VMs (up to 4) to 
be run on the same machine running the original license without additional charge.

Windows 2003/2008 Datacenter permits an unlimited number of Windows VMs to run 
on the same host running the original Windows license at no additional cost. 

As VM consolidation rates go up (more VMs/ESXi host), the cost to license Windows per 
VM can go down dramatically if you select the appropriate Windows edition (Enterprise 
or Datacenter). You also get the added benefit of the enhanced features (e.g.: Cluster-
ing) offered by premium Windows editions).

Windows Datacenter simplifies license compliance because you are entitled to run an 
unlimited number of VMs/server. You are also entitled to downgrade your Windows edi-
tions in the same family (e.g.: If you have W2k8 Datacenter, you can deploy W2k8 Stan-
dard or Enterprise in your VMs).

For more information on licensing Windows Server 2003/2008 for VMs, please visit:

http://www.microsoft.com/windowsserver2003/howtobuy/licensing/calc_2.htm
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Windows Server 2012
➲ Windows 2k12 Virtualization entitlements
● Standard Edition
● 2 sockets per license
● Only 2 VMs permitted per license
● You must buy more W2k12 Standard licenses if

● If you have > 2 processors in your server, or 
● You want to run > 2 VMs in your server

● Enterprise Edition - no longer available
● Datacenter Edition
● One license required for every 2 physical CPUs
● Unlimited number of VMs / server

Source: ws2012_licensing-pricing_faq.pdf from 
download.microsoft.com

The following is quoted directly from the ws2012_licensing-pricing_faq.pdf 
document provided by Microsoft:

“Both Standard and Datacenter editions provide the same set of features; the only 
thing that differentiates the editions is the number of Virtual Machines (VMs). A 
Standard edition license will entitle you to run up to two VMs on up to two proces-
sors (subject to the VM use rights outlined in the Product Use Rights document). A 
Datacenter edition license will entitle you to run an unlimited number of VMs on up 
to two processors.”
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Disaster Recovery
➲ Problems
● Ensure business 

continuity
● Replication is costly
● Duplicate all HW, SW 

at remote site
● Complex
● DR procedures must 

be tested, reviewed, 
refined, retested

● Risky
● Failure of DR plan 

puts business at 
extreme risk

➲ Virtual Solutions
● SAN Replication + 

Site Recovery Mgr
● Shadow SAN LUNS 

to DR site
● ESXi host(s) at DR 

site set to run VMs
● vSphere Replication
● Duplicates VMs to 

secondary site
● Keeps VMs in sync 

by replicating disk 
block changes

● Included in many 
vSphere licenses 

The traditional approach to disaster recovery is to duplicate all of your expensive hard-
ware and software at a second datacenter. This is costly and must be carefully planned 
and tested before being trusted.

With virtualization, you can simplify disaster planning by replicating VMs and storage at 
your DR site. If you have SANs that support LUN shadowing, you could shadow critical 
LUNs from your production SAN to your DR SAN. If you have a primary site failure, just 
boot the VMs at your DR site's ESXi hosts and SAN.

If you don't have LUN shadowing capabilities, you can still replicate VMs at a DR site. In 
this case, you need to decide how you are going to replicate your VMs. You could:

- Use vSphere Replication to perform online replication of VMs to your remote site
- Use 3rd party tools to perform snapshot nightly back ups. There are many 3rd 
  party products available that perform this task
- Use 3rd party tools to do on-the-fly VM replication at your DR site.

A number of 3rd party tools are available to perform VM hot replication including:

- Veeam Backup & Replication (www.veeam.com)
- Vizioncore vReplicator (www.vizioncore.com)

Check out a comparison of these two products here:

http://www.itcomparison.com/DR/VizioncorevsVeeam/VizioncorevsVeeam.htm
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Test, Development & QA
➲ Problems
● Development, test 

environments don't 
match production 
environment
● Too costly to deploy 

an exact match
● Differences introduce 

variation, risk
● Hard to validate 

changes, test software, 
catch errors if produc-
tion, test/development 
environments differ

➲ Virtual Solutions
● Hot clone VMs
● Clone - Exact copy of 

the source VM
● Test changes on clone
● Configuration changes
● OS patches
● Application upgrades
● Validate procedures

● VM snapshots let you 
back out of changes
● Saves VM state
● No need to re-image if 

problems encountered
● Revert back to original
● Try again!
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IT Technical Career Benefits

➲ Average salary for IT jobs with virtualization skills
● http://www.payscale.com/research/US/Skill=Virtualization/Salary#by_Job

As a IT technical professional, having virtualization skills is good for your career! 
VMware vSphere virtualization skills remain in demand even though demand for skills 
for many other aspects of IT are flat.

Note: VMware has been experiencing increased competition from Microsoft with Hyper-
V inlcuded with Windows Server 2008/2012 and with XenServer. These products com-
pete aggressively on price (XenServer is now free) and have features comparable to 
VMware vSphere Essentials Plus.

Hyper-V Features
- Live Migration (move VMs from one server to another)
- Live Storage Migration (move VM files from one datastore to another)
- VM Replication for backup and disaster recovery
- Failure recovery clustering

XenServer Features (in Free/OpenSource edition)
- Live Migration with XenMotion (move VMs from one server to another)
- Live Storage Migration (move VM files from one datastore to another)
- Central management with XenCenter
- High Availability clusters (automatic VM placement power on if a server fails)
- Disaster Recovery capability (recover VMs on DR site and put them back into service)
- VM Snapshots
- XenMotion across servers with non-identical CPUs
- Centralized monitoring and alerting

For more information or to do a salary check on your area, browse over to 
www.payscale.com 
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Virtualization Over Time

➲ VMs – get bigger and faster over time
● Eliminate hardware virtualization capacity 

and performance limitations
● Resources – make VMs any size you want
● Performance – VMs more than fast enough for

99+% of all enterprise workloads

ESX 1 ESX 
2.x

ESX(i) 
3.x

ESX(i) 
4.x

ESXi
5.0

ESXi
5.1

ESXi 
5.5

Year Released 2002 2003 2005 2008 2011 2012 2013
Max vCPUs/VM 1 2 4 8 32 64 64
Max RAM/VM 2GB 3.6GB 64GB 256GB 1TB 1TB 1TB
Network I/O .5Gb .9Gb 9Gb 30Gb >36Gb >36Gb 80Gb
Storage I/O Op/s < 5k 7k 100k 300k 1,000k 1,000k 1,000k
CPU Cores/ESXi 4 8 96 128 160 160 320
Max RAM/ESXi 256GB 1TB 2TB 2TB 4TB

VMware's goal is to scale up VM performance and size beyond the need of any single 
enterprise workload.

Over time, VMware has significantly increased the maximum virtual hardware avail-
able to a VM (more vCPUs, more RAM, more NICs, etc.). VMware has improved the 
throughput of virtual networks and virtual disks (as vCPU speed is determined by the 
speed and capabilities of the physical CPUs and virtual memory speed is determined 
by the speed of physical RAM).

Virtual networking performance is dependent on the capabilities of the underlying 
physical network. For fastest virtual networking speed, deploy teamed 10Gb or 40Gb 
NICs.

Virtual storage performance is improved through the use of very high speed storage 
adapters (8/16Gb Fibre cards, 10Gb iSCSI adapters) and through the use of virtual-
ization aware Storage Area Networks (SANs). For example, VMware can now delegate 
many storage operations directly to the back end SAN (including file copy for VM 
cloning) using VMware APIs for Array Integration (VAAI). This dramatically improves 
storage performance because the VM being copied can be copied within the SAN (and 
doesn't have to be copied to the ESXi host and back to the SAN as part of the copy 
operation).

Source: http://www.techhead.co.uk/vmware-vsphere-5-0-whats-new-exciting
http://longwhiteclouds.com/2013/09/23/vsphere-5-5-record-breaking-network-performance/
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vSphere Small Business Licenses
Essentials Essentials + Essentials +

 With vSA
ESXi Servers (2 sockets) 3 3 3
Processor Cores/socket no limit no limit no limit
vCenter Server Nodes 3 3 3
VSMP (Max vCPUs/VM) 8 8 8
VMware HA ● ●

Data Protection ● ●

VMotion ● ●

vSphere Replication ● ●

vShield Endpoint ● ●

VM Hot Add CPU, Memory ● ●

vSphere Storage Appliance ●

Retail Price $495 $4,495 $4,995

Features from www.vmware.com as of August, 2013
Search for vsphere_pricing.pdf

VMware has created special license bundles that are targeted at small business. 
These license bundles provide smaller customers with virtualization and management 
capabilities for less than the cost of one (competent) PC server.

The Essentials Plus bundle adds hot migration (VMotion) rapid VMware failure recov-
ery (VMware HA), automated patching and updating capability for ESXi hosts and 
Windows (Update Manager) and simple back up and recovery (Data Protection). 
These added features make Essentials Plus a compelling offering.

VMware publishes full pricing information on their web site:

http://www.vmware.com/products/vsphere/pricing.html 
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VMware vSphere 5.5 Editions
Free vSphere vSphere vSphere
ESXi Standard Enterprise Enterprise Plus

Maximum vCPUs per VM 8 8 32 64
Maximum Physical RAM per ESXi host unlimited unlimited unlimited unlimited
ESXi + VSMP + VMFS ● ● ● ●
vSphere Data Protection Hot Backup ● ● ● ●
Update Manager ● ● ● ●
vSphere Storage Appliance ● ● ●
Data Recovery ● ● ●
High Availability Clusters ● ● ●
vShield EndPoint AntiVirus ● ● ●
vSphere VM Hot Replication ● ● ●
VMotion ● ● ●
vShield Zones ● ● ●
Fault Tolerance (1 x vCPU core) ● ● ●
Storage VMotion ● ● ●
High Reliability Memory for VMkernel ● ●
Big Data Hypervisor Extensions ● ●
DRS Load Balancing ● ●
DRS Power Management ● ●
vNetwork Distributed vSwitches ●
Network, Storage I/O Control ●
Host Profiles ●
Auto Deploy ESXi Hosts ●
Storage DRS / Profile Driven Storage ●

VMware licenses are expensive. To get the best value out of them, you should plan 
for high server consolidation rates. Consolidating 10-30+ legacy physical PC servers 
onto one ESXi host is very reasonable (the author has seen 50+ VMs on a single ESXi 
host, delivering great performance, on a number of occasions).

By consolidating many workloads onto a single PC server you avoid:

- The cost of refreshing older PC servers
- The cost of maintenance contracts for these PC servers
- The labor cost of physically migrating the OS and apps to a new server
- Administrative and power costs running more PC servers
- Reduced network switch and SAN switch port use

VMware licenses ESXi by the socket – so a two physical CPU machine would 
require two licenses.

vCenter server license(s) are also needed to take advantage of many features such as 
VMotion, Storage VMotion, Update Manager, High Availability, DRS, Fault Tolerance, 
Distributed Power Management, Distributed vSwitches and Host Profiles.

vSphere licensing options are explained in the following document 
http://www.vmware.com/files/pdf/vsphere_pricing.pdf
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vSphere Acceleration Kits
➲ Kits are vSphere licenses bundles
● Offered at discounted prices
● CPU entitlements bumps not available to Small 

Business Essentials / Essentials Plus
Kit Name vCenter vSphere 

Storage Appl.
Server 
Entitlement

Max vCPUs 
per VM

Small Business 
Essentials

Essentials
3 Host Max

No Max 3 Hosts, 
2 CPUs each

8

Small Business 
Essentials Plus

Essentials
3 Host Max

Yes Max 3 Hosts, 
2 CPUs each

8

vSphere Standard Standard Yes 6+ CPUs 8
vSphere Standard 
+ Operations

Standard Yes 6+ CPUs 8

Enterprise Enterprise Yes 6+ CPUs 32
Enterprise Plus Ent. Plus Yes 6+ CPUs 64

vSphere Acceleration Kits are bundles of vSphere licenses that provide bet-
ter value than purchasing vSphere and vCenter license entitlements sepa-
rately.

There are two tiers of vSphere Kits:

Small Business – capped at 6 physical CPUs with no more than 2 CPUs/server
vSphere – comes in Standard/Enterprise/Enterprise Plus

Small Business (Essentials / Essentials Plus) are non-expandable license 
bundles for small businesses who will never need more than 3 ESXi hosts with 
no more than 2 physical CPUs per host. These are very economical licenses 
that provide basic (Essentials) or highly capable (Essentials Plus) virtualiza-
tion platforms.

vSphere kits are a great way to get started with vSphere virtualization. They 
provide license entitlements at various vSphere tiers (Standard, Enterprise, 
Enterprise Plus) for 6 physical CPUs in any arrangement (per host). vSphere 
Kit customers can purchase additional physical CPU entitlements to grow 
their virtualization environment. Link:

www.vmware.com/products/datacenter-virtualization/vsphere/compare-kits.html
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vSphere Acceleration Kits
➲ Acceleration Kits typically include:
● Fixed number of CPU licenses (eg.: 6 CPUs)
● One vCenter Server license entitlement
● May also include add-on licenses such as:
● vSphere Storage Appliance
● vSphere Operations Management

➲ Physical CPU entitlements can be added
● So you can add servers to your environment
● Not available for Small Business Essentials, 

Essentials Plus
● These max out at 3 servers of 2 CPUs each
● vCenter for SBE, SBE+ is ESXi host limited to no 

more than 3 ESXi hosts

For full VMware product bundling, pricing and support costs, please visit:

http://www.vmware.com/products/datacenter-
virtualization/vsphere/pricing.html
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VMware Service & Support (SnS)
➲ Support contracts must be purchased with 

all new licenses
● Provides 1-3 years of unlimited support
● No per-incident support charges

➲ Upgrades to new releases offered for all
licenses that have valid SnS contracts

➲ For non-active licenses (support expired)
● You cannot upgrade across major releases
● Can upgrade across minor releases

● E.g.: from vSphere 5.0/5.1 to vSphere 5.5
● Out of support customers can reactivate by:
● Paying all back support
● Paying for the next year(s) support, and
● A penalty for allowing your support to lapse

VMware sells its licenses with Service and Support (SnS) as a non-optional 
component. This entitles you to one year of support with unlimited incidents 
within the support hours specified in your support contract.

Software support must be renewed yearly. If you keep support renewed, you 
are entitled to upgrade vSphere licenses to future releases both within the 
same major release number (e.g.: upgrade from vSphere 5.0/5.1 to vSphere 
5.5) or across major release numbers (e.g.: upgrade from vSphere 5.x to 
vSphere 6.0 when it becomes available).

If you let support lapse, you are no longer entitled to upgrades and VMware 
may block you from downloading newer versions of the software. 

You may bring your licenses back into support by paying:

- support for the current year
- support for all years your licenses were out of support
- a 20% penalty on top of the above

Note: VMware acknowledges that bringing licenses back into support may, in 
some extreme cases, cost more than purchasing brand new licenses!
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VMware ESXi
➲ Enterprise class 

virtualization
● Bare metal install
● Lean hypervisor
● Dynamically load 

balances VMs
● Assigns CPU, RAM 

resources when 
needed, as needed

● If resources are 
scarce, idling VMs get 
little service

● Dynamically tunable

ESXi is a bare metal hypervisor. It is bare-metal because ESXi is installed upon and owns 
the physical PC server. 

A hypervisor is an operating system whose primary task is running virtual machines 
rather than normal operating system tasks.
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Single Host Deployment
➲ Single ESXi host
● VMs share host CPU, 

RAM, Disk, Network 
of the host system

● Manage with vSphere 
Client

● Low-cost or free
● ESXi or vSphere 

Standard Edition 
● Benefits
● Lower capital cost
● Lowers power use
● Faster deployments
● Easier upgrades

The primary benefit that moves most organizations to virtualization is server consolida-
tion (replacing physically deployed servers/workloads with virtual machines). While 
there are many benefits to consolidating onto ESXi there is one major risk – you have 
many workloads now dependent on the health of a single machine.

In the past, if a server failed, only one group of users were inconvenienced. With virtu-
alization, a physical server failure has the potential to impact many more users.
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Multiple ESXi w. Shared Storage
➲ Migrated VMs 

onto shared 
SAN storage
● VMs still run on 

single host
➲ No VMotion, DRS, HA 

without vCenter
➲ Some fault tolerance
● If an ESXi host fails
● Use Datastore Browser 

to import VMs onto 
surviving host(s)

By moving your VMs onto shared storage, you untie your VMs from a single physical host. 
You also break the storage limits that may be imposed on you by your server platform.

But, best of all, you now have a simple way to recover VMs that fail due to a server 
failure. As we will see later, VMware provides a piece of software called the Datastore 
Browser. The Datastore Browser has the ability to reassign ownership of powered off 
VMs to other hosts.

So, if a server does fail...

- Log into a surviving ESXi host
- Launch the Datastore Browser
- Identify the VMs that failed when the ESXi host failed
- Take ownership of these VMs using the Datastore Browser by adding them to the 
   surviving ESXi host's inventory
- Power on these VMs on the new host

While this approach is somewhat labor intensive, it does solve the problem of VMs being 
down because a host is down. You can automate VM recovery with VMware HA.
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vSphere Private Cloud
➲ Add vCenter 
● ESXi, VM, LAN, 

Storage mgt.
● Tasks & Events, Logs
● Cold migration
● Monitoring, Alarms
● Scheduled Tasks

● Enables 
● VMotion
● Storage VMotion
● High Availability
● Load balancing 
● Fault Tolerance
● Back Up
● etc.
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Private Cloud Computing
➲ Dynamically provision hardware on demand
● Provision what's needed, when needed...
● For as long as needed
● Physical hardware abstracted, shared

● Storage – Storage Area Networks (SANs)
● Provision, grow LUNs on demand
● LUNs usable by any or all ESXi hosts

● PC Servers – install ESXi to deploy, run VMs
● Size servers for high VM tennancy
● Provision new ESXi hosts as VM population grows
● Dynamically load balance to maintain performance

● Networking – vNetwork Distributed vSwitches
● Virtual switches that span ESXi hosts
● Add physical uplinks to improve ESXi > LAN speed
● Consistent configuration, metrics across ESXi hosts
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Storage Cloud
➲ Storage Area 

Networks (SANs)
● Aggregate physical disks 

into LUNs
● Presents LUNs to ESXi
● VMFS cluster filesystem
● Safe concurrent access

● Grow LUNs as needed
● Provision LUNs on 

demand
● Snapshot, back up LUNs
● Shadow (replicate) 

LUNs
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Server Cloud
➲ Add new PC Servers 

to meet capacity, 
recovery, performance 
needs
● Install ESXi
● Add to DRS cluster:
● VMs rebalance by mi-

grating onto new server
● Reduces CPU, memory 

use on other servers
● Add to HA cluster:
● Restarts VMs if an ESXi 

host fails
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Network Cloud

➲ Distributed vSwitches span ESXi hosts
● Unified view of all Port, Port Group settings
● Simple, consistent, VMotion compatible configuration

● Common MAC address table
● Supports internal Private vLANs

Distributed vSwitches are software objects that emulate a standard layer 2 switch. 
Distributed vSwitches span two or more ESXi hosts and provide consistent network 
functionality across all VMs, etc. that are plugged into the distributed vSwitch.

A distributed vSwitch has a single common MAC table and a unified set of perfor-
mance counters. Because a vNetwork Distributed Switch configuration spans all ESXi 
hosts, they are especially helpful for VMotion because VMs will find exactly the same 
Port Group (configured exactly the same way) on any ESXi host that shares the dis-
tributed vSwitch.

Distributed vSwitches are created and managed with the vSphere Client. You must 
have vCenter to create a distributed vSwitch.

You must have VMware vSphere Enterprise + to create and use vNetwork Distributed 
Switches.

For organizations that run Cisco enterprise networking products, VMware offers the 
Cisco Nexus 1000V distributed switch. This is an upgrade to VMware's default vNet-
work Distributed Switch. The Nexus 1000V offers full Cisco IOS compatibility and can 
be managed and monitored with standard Cisco tools.
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What's New in vSphere 5.1 / 5.5
➲ Bigger ESXi host support
● 320 physical CPU cores (5.5)
● 16 NUMA Nodes
● 16Gb end-to-end Fibre SAN connections

➲ Bigger VMs, more VMs
● Up to 64 vCPUs/VM
● Up to 1TB of RAM/VM
● Up to 512 VMs/ESXi host
● Up to 4096 powered on vCPUs/ESXi host

➲ Better USB support
● USB 1.1, 2.0 and 3.0 support
● USB devices can be plugged into the ESXi 

host or your vSphere Client PC
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What's New in vSphere 5.1 / 5.5
➲ VMFS for vSphere 5.5 supports
● Physical / Virtual disk volumes up to 62TB
● Raw Device Maps for volumes up to 64TB
● Unlimited blocks per file

➲ Solid State Device support for
● ESXi host cache improves disk reads perf.
● Fast VMkernel paging space
● Hot pluggable SSD volumes

➲ vSphere Replication
● Hot replicate VMs to another host or site
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What's New in vSphere 5.1 / 5.5
➲ Storage vMotion VMs with snapshots
➲ vSphere Web Client
● New primary administrative interface with 

capabilities not in legacy vSphere Client
● Simultaneously VMotion + Storage VMotion a VM

➲ VMware vCenter Appliance (vCSA)
● SuSE Linux based vCenter server
● Includes open source PostgreSQL database
● Also connect to Oracle databases

➲ Auto-deploy ESXi host capability
● Simplifies install and upgrade of ESXi hosts
● New stateful/stateless caching

Auto Deploy Caching

Auto deploy caching is the installation of an ESXi install image to local hard 
disk storage. In vSphere 5.0, auto deploy simply booted the ESXi host from 
the network and then applied a Host Profile to set the ESXi host's configura-
tion. This created problems when a host rebooted and the auto deploy ser-
vice was unavailable. To solve this problem, VMware created:

Stateless Caching where the ESXi host;
- Gets its IP properties via a dedicated DHCP lease
- Boots from the network
- Gets its configuration from Host Profiles
- Is added to any configured clusters
Benefit is that a local operating system image is present on the host so that 
if auto deploy is unavailable during a reboot, the local image is booted

Stateful Caching where the ESXi host:
- First time boots, installs and runs like Stateless Caching but
- The host is configured to boot off local disk for all future boots
Simplifies the install of ESXi operating system images to host local hard disks
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What's New in vSphere 5.1/5.5
➲ Additional features in vSphere 5.1 and 5.5
● Hardware Version 10 
● Support for shared, high end GPUs in ESXi hosts

● Perfect for CAD/CAM, graphics intensive virtual desktops
● vNetwork Distributed Switch upgrades
● vSwitch health checks
● Configuration change roll back and recovery
● Back up and restore
● Multiple LACP NIC teams (vSphere 5.5)
● Improved vSwitch port replication

● vShield EndPoint hypervisor based antivirus
● Save/restore Resource Pool configuration
● Useful when you disable/enable DRS

● Normally RP configurations lost on DRS disable/enable
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Desktop Virtualization
➲ Desktop virtualization - next wave in IT 

consolidation
● Server deployments through virtualization is 

 standard in most organizations
● Achieves significant cost reductions
● Improves availability, performance, deployment, 

back up, recovery, disaster recovery, etc.
➲ Time to do the same thing for desktops!
● Reduce costs, speed deployment
● Simplify administration
● Secure, protect corporate apps and data
● Scale efficiently as demand grows

Desktop virtualization simply means deploying (usually) Windows desktops as virtual 
machines rather than as physical machines... There are many advantages to deploying 
desktop operating systems as VMs:

1. Costs. Skip desktop refresh cycles by using legacy desktops as remote display clients
    for View managed VMs
2. Simple Administration. View managed desktops can be managed as a single entity for
    patching, updating, reconfiguration, security, etc. through View Linked Clones. 
    Other administrative tasks become easier because you can access the desktop using
    vSphere Client tools. You can troubleshoot, upgrade hardware, reboot, etc. without
    leaving your desk
3. Deployment Speed. View managed desktop VMs can be created in seconds to minutes
    rather than hours (for physical desktops). They can easily be deleted when no longer
    needed (such as when we create non-persistent pools later in the class).
4. Security. View managed desktops live on ESXi servers within your corporate data-
    center. They can be easily backed up, restored, cloned to a Disaster Recovery site, 
    etc. You can improve security by centrally managing desktop OS patching and
    configuration, by using VMware security tools (like vShield Endpoint), etc. Also,
    because all data lives in the datacenter, there is no risk that you will lose valuable
    data because a low cost retail SATA hard drive in a physical desktop fails.
5. Scalability. View runs on vSphere – a highly scalable virtualization platform. Your 
    View managed desktops benefit from running on enterprise class CPUs/RAM, from
    high performance SAN storage and from highly redundant networking. Scale up your
    vSphere environment by adding PC servers to DRS clusters running View.
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Virtual Desktop Infrastructure
➲ Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI)
● Deploy desktop VMs on vSphere
● All popular desktop O/S' supported
● Use RDP, ICA, VNC for remote access

➲ Runs on ESXi, vCenter
● Benefits from vSphere capabilities
● VMotion, DRS, HA, Data Recovery, FT
● Deploy VMs via Clones, Templates
● Deploy, manage desktop VMs like server 

VMs

A connection broker is a software tool that receives inbound desktop connection re-
quests (possibly including RDP, ICA, VNC, X-windows and other display protocols), 
performs authentication and then directs the remote desktop session request to a 
target desktop. Typically target desktops are virtual machines (but this is not 
mandatory).

Connection brokers may also redirect the session to one machine in a pool of identi-
cal machines. This is useful when a person is logging in and needs to work on a tar-
get machine that has been pre-configured with particular software – and where the 
person logging in only needs to interact with that software.

For example, help desk users may need to log in to specially created desktop virtual 
machines that have the help desk client software already installed and configured. 
When a help desk staff member shows up for work, they sit at any available desk, 
connect to the connection broker – which redirects their session to the next available 
Help Desk VM. They then log in to that VM and launch their Help Desk software.

There are many benefits to this approach, including:

- Help Desk PCs can be deployed as demand for more concurrent sessions grows
- Help Desk PCs can be deployed as clones of a master Help Desk PC image
- No software needs to be installed on the local desktop
- Users can be entitled/dis-entitled at the connection broker level
- It is easier to monitor software license use and ensure license compliance
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Desktop Virtual Machines (VDI)

➲ VDI – Desktop VMs running in a 
VMware vSphere environment
● Deploy no differently than server VMs

➲ VMware View improves on VDI
● Centrally manage, deploy, secure, access 

and back up/recover desktop VMs
● Dedicated, floating VM to user assignments
● Floating VMs useful for application access

● Optionally destroy VMs after single use
● Ensures each VM is correct
● No artifacts survive from one use to the next

● Linked Clones – VMs share same base 
virtual disk image
● Vastly improves virtual disk storage efficiency

VDI – Virtual Desktop Infrastructure
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View Features Beyond VDI
➲ VMware View builds on the idea of VDI
● VMware PCoIP connection protocol
● USB and automatic Printer redirect
● Multimedia support – Audio, video streaming
● Adapts to changes in network throughput, 

health, latency
● Includes the View Connection Brokers
● Set, enforce VM access restrictions
● Connection Server, Replica Server

● Desktop VM pools
● Groups of VMs with same provisioning rules

● VMs can be checked out, used and 
checked back in again

● Application virtualization with ThinApp

VMware View 5.x expands on the notion of generic VDI by including many improve-
ments to it. View 5.x supports

- RDP, ICA, VNC, X Windows, VMware's proprietary PCoIP display protocol and remote
  display protocols from HP and Sun
- Windows only virtual Desktops. VMware supports Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7 and
  Windows 8
- Connection services through the View Manager
- Strong encryption to ensure all connections remain private
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View Architecture
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Benefits – Security
➲ Security
● Move VMs, applications and user data into a 

protected data center environment
● Limit corporate data access to authorized VMs
● Centralize patching, other security efforts

● Set/enforce encrypted desktop access
● Two factor authentication support

VMware View provides many benefits to people who are responsible for corporate 
desktops...

Security
By moving desktop operating systems and data to the datacenter, desktop data be-
comes save from loss by equipment failure or PC theft. By using strongly encrypted 
SSL connections, data is protected from sniffing. Products like vShield EndPoint pro-
vide anti-malware protection without the heavy resource overhead and cost of tradi-
tional anti-malware tools. Remote access using 2 factor authentication helps defend 
against unauthorized access.
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Benefits – Availability
➲ Availability
● Desktop VMs more reliable
● Experience very low unplanned down time
● Protect against desktop hardware failure

● Protect VMs with snapshots
● Easy back up, recovery, disaster recovery

Availability
View managed desktops can be accessed from any desktop within the corporate 
LAN/WAN or from the Internet through a VPN gateway. Because their desktop lives in 
the datacenter, users can sit at any physical computer and connect to their desktop – 
they are no longer tied to a single physical machine. This eliminates downtime 
caused by physical machine failures or from being away from the office.

VMs can be easily backed up and recovered. This provides IT departments with the 
ability to easily recover View VMs even if a VM suffers a catastrophic failure (OS blue 
screen, data corruption, etc.)
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Benefits – Ease of Use
➲ Manage through View Manager
● Web based administration console
● Rapid deployment
● Use templates or VM master images
● Create single VMs, VM pools

● Highly scalable
● Wizard driven tasks

➲ VMware remote display protocol
● Low overhead PC over IP (PCoIP)
● Near to physical PC in responsiveness
● Auto adjusts to compensate for changes in 

WAN speeds, reliability

View managed VMs are easy to create and use. View Manager is accessed through a 
Web based (Flash) interface. Administrators can create pools of desktop VMs that are 
customized to specific needs (persistent and non-persistent pools, persistent and 
temporary disks, VMs sized to users needs, etc.).

VMware View can provide access to View desktops through MS Remote Display Proto-
col (RDP) or through a more robust display protocol called PC over IP (PCoIP). PCoIP 
can:

- handle up to 4 monitors per VM
- redirect local USB devices including memory keys and CD/DVD readers
- display up to 720p video/audio in real time
- provide responsive sessions over slower or less reliable Internet links
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Benefits - Efficiency
➲ View Composer
● Quickly create desktop images
● Share common virtual disk images with a 

master VM image
● Linked clones
● Local VM virtual disk contains only accumulated 

differences from the base master disk
● Conserves disk space
● Simplifies patching and updating groups of VMs

● Update base VM and then recompose

View Composer

View Composer is a View tool that is added to vCenter and is used to create Linked 
Clone VMs. View Composer links to (and controls) vCenter. Composer instructs vCen-
ter to create Replica VMs (Linked Clone anchor VMs), to build Linked Clone VMs from 
the Replica VM, and to destroy no-longer-needed Linked Clone VMs. All of this is 
done automatically based on settings you provide when you create a new Linked 
Clone VM pool.

Linked Clone VMs are VMs that share a common base virtual disk. Local changes ac-
cumulate in a snapshot (Delta) disk. For VMs that update their C: drive lightly, 
Linked Clones can provide substantial savings over template deployed VMs (that have 
discrete C: drive virtual disks). It is not uncommon to safely over commit SAN LUNs 
used for Linked Clone VMs by 5-15 times (i.e.: 500-1,500%)!

Because Linked Clone VMs anchor to a common base VM (and virtual disk) updates to 
that base disk are automatically seen by Linked Clone VMs. So, patching, updating, 
reconfiguration, etc. to a pool of Linked Clone VMs is a simple matter of updating 
the base VM and then doing a Recompose operation (more later in the course). All 
VMs automatically get the changes when they reboot.
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Benefits – Ease of Management
➲ Provisioning
● Provision complete desktops with apps, 

middleware, etc. already installed
● Right size desktops for CPU, memory, disk
● Easy virtual hardware upgrades
● Virtual H/W eliminates OS driver issues

➲ Access
● Connect to desktops from anywhere
● Internal corporate network
● Through the corporate VPN or WAN link

➲ Management
● Patch/update desktops centrally

Provisioning
View managed VMs can be easily provisioned from either desktop VM tem-
plate images or from Linked Clone base VM images. Simply get the base im-
age correct and then use it as a template for future desktop VMs. Because 
these desktops are VMs, they can be configured with the exact hardware, 
software, applications, security tools, policies and patches you require.

Access
View desktops can be accessed from any PC on the corporate LAN/WAN using either 
RDP or PCoIP. Users don't need to 'own' a physical desktop any more. They can sit at 
any physical desktop and access their View desktop. This means that companies can 
provide general access physical desktops rather than being forced to purchase desk-
tops for each and every employee.
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Benefits – Lower Costs
➲ Stretch or skip desktop refresh cycles
● Use aged PCs as thin terminals
● Simply swap out broken PCs

● RDP / PCoIP do not require newer CPUs, 
large disks or lots of memory

● RDP / PCoIP enabled Linux, Mac desktops
● Linux includes the rdesktop free add-on
● Microsoft has RDP clients for Mac

➲ License management
● Use MS Volume Licenses for VMs
● Easy to track license use (just count VMs)
● Easy to true-up with Microsoft

View dramatically lowers the cost of deploying and managing your desktops. Here 
are some of the ways that View helps control costs:

Desktop Refresh
Physical desktops and notebooks become remote display clients. Even old P4 PCs are 
more than fast enough to run RDP or PCoIP. This lets you substantially lengthen or 
even skip PC refresh cycles. When a desktop fails, simply replace it with another PC 
that has Windows, RDP and the View Client installed. No other software is needed.

License Management
Easily manage Microsoft Volume Licenses by creating View VM Pools with the correct 
number of licenses (purchased). View can grow pools up to this
pre-set limit – so you never deploy more VMs than your license entitlement allows.
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View Desktop Capabilities
➲ View virtual desktop capabilities
● Printing
● Print to local, network attached printers
● Supports location based printing

● Virtual printers forward to physical printers
● No need to install physical print drivers in VMs

● Displays
● Virtual desktops support multiple displays
● Requires a PCoIP connection
● Full monitor control over resolution, rotation

● USB
● Full control over local USB ports
● Connect local USB devices to VMs
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Virtual Desktop Challenges
➲ Cost to license VMware View
● $100/user – View Enterprise
● $250/user – View Premier

➲ Cost to license Windows for VDI
● Must license virtual machines
● Must ensure client device also has a license 

to access the Windows VM
➲ Risk of changes to MS Licensing
● MS can/does change licensing terms and 

conditions regularly
● Once commited, business face significant 

risk if MS changes license terms

Upfront costs can be a major challenge. These include:

- The cost to license View
- The cost of the hardware to run vSphere (servers, SANs)
- Network upgrades to handle additional network traffic caused by View
- WAN upgrades if you intend to allow external users to access desktops
- The cost to license Microsoft Desktop operating systems

These costs can be offset by savings realized by:

- delaying or skipping desktop operating system refreshes
- redeploying aged PCs as thin client devices rather than buying new devices
- safety and security of centrally managed desktops
- reduced costs of running the help desk (as users may have significantly
  reduced ability to harm their desktop due to ad-hoc changes)
- easier license tracking and compliance
- ease of patching and updating
- ease of pushing application updates
- central antivirus management and policy enforcement

The result is that VDI projects usually have larger up front costs that are off-
set by lower ongoing operational costs.
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Windows Desktop Licensing

➲ Microsoft limits Windows Desktop OS 
licensing in all virtual environments:
● Hyper-V, vSphere, XenServer, others

➲ MS licenses with no virtualization rights:
● Any Home/Premium edition
● Any Retail Windows license
● Any OEM Windows license

➲ MS licenses with virtualization rights:
● InTune
● Software Assurance
● Virtual Desktop Access (VDA)
● Client access only. Cannot be used to license 

Windows to run in a VM

Microsoft is very strict about licensing Windows desktop operating systems in 
a Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) environment. In a nutshell, you must 
have:

- Windows 7 Professional Volume License Keys. Windows Home, OEM and Re-
tail license keys are not permitted to be deployed in a virtual environment
- One of three volume license plans to cover your virtual desktops.

Information presented is derived from the following Microsoft document:

licensing_windows7_with_vm_technologies.docx

The latest version of which is freely downloadable from Microsoft's web site

Future slide content and examples are derived from information provided by 
this document.
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Windows Virtualization Rights

➲ Windows virtualization rights determine 
your right to access Windows VMs from:
● A desktop/notebook running Windows 
● A desktop/notebook running a non-

Windows OS
● e.g.: Linux, Mac OS/X, Chrome OS

● A thin client, zero client device
● A tablet or smart phone
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Retail, OEM Windows Licenses
➲ Retail and OEM licenses do not include:
● Virtualization rights
● Virtual machine access rights

➲ Officially, you may not use Retail or 
OEM...
● License Keys to license Windows running in 

a VM
● Licensed machines to access Windows 

virtual machines running in a datacenter
● This includes using RDC to connect to any 

Windows desktop VM running in a datacenter

Microsoft significantly restricts the uses and rights of retail and OEM supplied 
Windows license keys. A full description of what is and is not permitted can 
be found here:

http://www.microsoft.com/About/Legal/EN/US/IntellectualProperty/UseTe
rms/Default.aspx
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Accessing Virtual Windows VMs
➲ Client devices must be licensed to 

access Windows desktop VMs
● If the client device runs Windows, it must be 

licensed using either:
● Microsoft Software Assurance or 
● Microsoft InTune

● If the client device runs non-Windows
● You must acquire an MS Virtual Desktop Access 

(VDA) license for each client device

Virtual Desktop Access (VDA) licenses must be acquired for all non-Windows 
devices or non-qualifying Windows devices that will be used to access a Win-
dows Desktop VM located in a datacenter.

A full list of devices that may require a VDA license can be found here:

http://www.microsoftvolumelicensing.com/DocumentSearch.aspx?
Mode=3&DocumentTypeId=3
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License Restrictions
➲ Local client use restrictions
● Software Assurance, Intune licensed 

devices may access desktop VMs on a 
maximum of four servers in your datacenter

➲ Roaming use restrictions
● VDA licenses required for all non-Windows 

clients devices that access Windows VMs
● VDA licenses can't be used for VM access:
● Within your corporate network
● Within any partner or peer corporate networks

● Must use Software Assurance or Intune instead
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Non-Perpetual Rights
➲ Microsoft SA, Intune and VDA licenses 

are subscription based, non-perpetual 
licenses
● Must be renewed according to your license 

contract
● If not renewed, all use rights end when the 

subscription period ends
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Scenario 1 – Local VDI Only

➲ Access Windows desktop VMs from 
within your corporate network
● Obtain SA, Intune licenses for all Windows 

desktop VMs in your datacenter
● Obtain SA, Intune licenses for all Windows 

physical desktops
● Acquire VDA licenses for all non-Windows 

client devices
● Thin Clients, Zero Clients
● Tablets and Smart Phones

Exact text from the following Microsoft document:

licensing_windows7_with_vm_technologies.docx

Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) desktops
Description: The Windows Client OS runs within Virtual Machines 

(VMs) in the datacenter on a hypervisor platform (such as Hy-
per-V). These virtual desktops are accessed from either PCs, 
thin clients or other devices.

Licensing solution: Since the devices are accessing Windows Client 
OS running within VMs, they would need either active Soft-
ware Assurance, VDA or Windows Intune licenses, depending 
on the device type. Additionally, roaming use rights would 
also apply, depending on the scenario and user. 
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Scenario 2 – Roaming VDI 

➲ Employees access Windows desktop 
VMs from outside of your corporate 
network 
● E.g.: access VMs from home, hotels, coffee 

shops, Internet cafe's etc
● Windows notebooks, tablets must have 

Software Assurance, InTune licenses
● Thin client, Zero client or tablet at work with 

a VDA license
● They may use non-company devices to access 

their VDI desktop

Exact text from the following Microsoft document:

licensing_windows7_with_vm_technologies.docx

Roaming VDI users
Description: A user is the primary user of a thin client at work that 

has been licensed for VDI. The user also needs the flexibility to 
access their VDI desktops from home or while travelling using 
their personal tablet device.

Licensing solution: The thin client device needs a VDA license to al-
low it to access up to 4 concurrent Windows Client VMs running in 
a datacenter. Since the user is a primary user of a thin client de-
vice licensed for VDA, roaming use applies, and the user does not 
need any additional VDA licenses for his iPAD (or any other non-
company device outside the company.)
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Scenario 3 – BYOD

➲ Company allows employees, contractors 
to bring their personal devices to work
● Devices may be running Windows without 

Virtual Access rights
● E.g.: Retail or OEM Windows licenses
● Non-Windows devices

● Company must purchase a VDA license for  
the maximum number of BYOD devices in 
use

Exact text from the following Microsoft document:

licensing_windows7_with_vm_technologies.docx

Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
Description: Organization A decides to let users bring their own de-

vices to work, and sets up VDI desktops for all users. Devices do 
not have a qualifying OS (e.g., they may be licensed for Windows 
7 Home Premium). These users do not have access to any other 
devices.

Licensing solution: Organization A needs a VDA license for every per-
sonal device that the user decides to bring in to the corporate en-
vironment. 
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Scenario 4 – Contractors

➲ Use case: Your company hires
● Temporary contract employees individually
● A sub-contracting company that supplies 

temporary (contract based or project based) 
staff

➲ Requirements: Your company must
● Use SA or Intune licenses in all of your 

datacenter based desktop VMs
● Acquire sufficient number of Intune or VDA 

licenses for all temporary employees

Windows VDA FAQ: 
http://download.microsoft.com/download/5/0/5/5059CBF7-F736-4D1E-
BF90-C28DADA181C5/Microsoft%20VDI%20and%20Windows%20VDA%20FAQ
%20v2%200.pdf
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MS Desktop OS Licensing
➲ Microsoft licenses:
● Notoriously difficult to understand
● Makes demonstrating compliance difficult

● Terms and conditions change often
● Creates risk of future non-compliance due to 

Microsoft license changes
● May result in direct costs

● E.g.: Dollar cost, labor cost to comply with new 
license terms and conditions

● May result in business risk
● Risk of non-intentional non-compliance
● Risk and cost of a Software Audit

● You must accept the new license terms or 
risk losing all existing use rights

Note: The author is not a Microsoft licensing expert. Information provided is 
based on Microsoft published documents available at the time of writing and 
is believed to be correct. The reader agrees that the author assumes no lia-
bility for the accuracy or use of information as provided.

The author recommends that you always comply with both the letter and in-
tent of all software license agreements.

When in doubt, consult any of:

- Your Microsoft corporate account manager
- Your Microsoft licensing partner
- An expert on Microsoft licensing
- A lawyer to help you understand the legal interpretation of Microcoft vol-
ume license agreements, software licenses, etc.
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MS Licensing Best Practices
➲ Always best to ensure you are compliant 

with all license terms/conditions
● Want to conform with both letter of the law 

and intent of the law!
➲ Carefully review changes in licensing
● When upgrading to new Service Packs
● When adding MS provided tools or apps
● E.g.: Updates to .Net Framework

➲ Annecdotially – large VDI projects are 
targets for license compliance audits
● Author's experience
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Windows Server as a Desktop
➲ Goal: To avoid punative license costs, 

risks, restrictions imposed on Windows 
desktop OS' in a Virtual environment

➲ Solution: Deploy W2k8 Server as a 
desktop OS
● Use Windows Server Datacenter licenses
● Grants unlimited VM instances on licenced CPUs

● Create Windows Server VMs
● Size virtual hardware for desktop needs/use
● Enable desktop oriented services/settings
● Disable server oriented services/settings
● Skin VM to look/act like Windows 7
● Use VMware Horizon View to manage VMs
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Windows 2K8 'Workstation'
➲ Windows Server 2008 as a desktop:
● Create a Windows Server VM
● Install VMware tools, patch, update, etc.
● Enable Windows Desktop Experience Role
● Disable all other server roles

● Enable the Windows Themes service
● Enable Windows Audio service
● Get codecs for popular audio formats

● Enable Windows Search (if desired)
● Disable Event tracker
● Perform standard Windows tasks
● Join the desktop to a domain
● Configure Windows Update
● Set default firewall properties, ...

If you use Windows Server 2008 or 2012 DataCenter editions, you are auto-
matically licensed for any number of Windows Server VMs running on li-
censed CPUs. This gives you the opportunity to create 'desktop' style VMs us-
ing Windows Server as the base OS. The advantage here is that you com-
pletely avoide the restrictions Microsoft imposes on using their desktop OS' 
inside a VM. The advantage is that you can deploy any number of such VMs as 
you like and not run afoul of Microsoft's license terms.

Here are some links to help you explore this option:

http://blogs.msdn.com/b/vijaysk/archive/2008/02/11/using-windows-server-2008-as-a-su-
per-desktop-os.aspx

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc772567.aspx

http://allthatiswrong.wordpress.com/2010/03/01/windows-server-2008-r2-as-a-desktop-os/

http://www.win2008workstation.com/
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W2k8 Workstation How-To
➲ Newly supported in View 5.3
● Must use Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 

Datacenter Edition
● Other editions not tested/supported

➲ Minimum requirements:
● Configure View Manager to treat W2k8 as a 

Desktop OS
● Install View Agent in desktop mode in the VM
● Do not install Remote Desktop Service Role
● Only use vmxnet3 virtual NICs
● For Aero interface, enable Themes,

Desktop Experience
● Install, applications, join domains, etc.
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Limits of W2k8 Workstation
➲ VMware Horizon View features that do 

not work in Windows Server 2008 
configured to work as a Desktop VM:
● Smart Card Single Sign On
● Thinprint Virtual Printing
● Multimedia redirection (MMR)
● Microsoft Lync 2013 SDK
● View Persona Manager
● Use roaming profiles instead

● vCenter Operations Manager
● Local mode (check out/check in VMs)
● Sysprep to customize W2k8 VMs
● VMware's QuickPrep does work

For more details and for information on how to build Windows Server 2008 
VMs as desktop VMs please see:

VMware Knowledge Base article number 2057605

http://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?
language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=2057605
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Virtual Machines
➲ Introduction to Virtual Machines
➲ Virtual Hardware
➲ Creating Virtual Machines
➲ Installing a Guest Operating System
➲ Installing VMware Tools
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Project Plan

➲ Build virtual machines
● Software objects that provide virtual H/W
● Virtual HW compatible with most OS

● Compete with other VMs for host resources
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Virtual Machines
➲ VMs include
● Virtual hardware
● Simplified, generic PC HW

● Most x86 OS' are supported
● Windows Server NT and newer
● Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8
● Linux, Solaris, OS/2, Free BSD
● NetWare, SCO UNIX
● Guest OS' use native drivers for 

virtual hardware
● Eliminates driver headaches
● Most Applications that would run on 

standard physical hardware run 
without issue

A VMware ESXi virtual machine is a complete machine that consists of virtual hard-
ware, an operating system and any applications.

Virtual Hardware
VMware creates virtual hardware (software that faithfully emulates real hardware). 
Virtualizing hardware provides many advantages including:

- Virtual hardware looks and functions like real hardware so the guest operating 
  system cannot tell it is not running on real hardware. This transparency ensures
  that there are little to no compatibility issues running operating systems and 
  applications.
- Virtual hardware emulates popular physical hardware. Because VMware virtualizes
  popular physical hardware a guest OS can identify the virtual hardware natively 
  and use native drivers on virtual hardware. This ensures a high level of 
  compatibility with a wide range of operating systems
- Virtual hardware is simple. VMware chose simple motherboard, network, video,
  SCSI and other hardware. This means that the guest OS can drive this hardware
  without the need for complex drivers or configurations.
- Virtual hardware maps to physical hardware. When a guest OS attempts an I/O
  against virtual hardware, that IO is handed to the VMkernel to be completed by 
  physical hardware. In this way the VM remains ignorant of the complexities of the
  real hardware.
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 VM Virtual Hardware
● SATA CD/HDDs
● PS/2 KB, Mouse
● 1 Floppy Controller
● 1 IDE Controller

● For CD/DVD only
● 2D/3D WDDM Video
● 1-8/32/64 vCPUs
● 4MB-1TB RAM
● 0-10 Network Cards
● 1-4 SCSI HBAs

● 30 disks per HBA
● 0-3 Parallel ports
● 0-4 Serial ports
● 0-20 USB devices

All virtual machines include a common hardware base including:

- A virtual motherboard based on the Intel BX/ZX chip set
- A PS/2 keyboard controller
- A PS/2 mouse controller
- A single Floppy controller that can have one or two drives (one is the default)
- A single IDE controller (IDE Primary) that can connect 2 CD/DVD devices (Master and 
  slave)
- An optional IDE controller (IDE Secondary) that can support two more devices
- A PCI video controller that takes up a PCI slot. This controller acts as a 2D or 3D
  video card
- Room for 4MB to 1TB of RAM
- The ability to accept 1-64 virtual CPUs (depending on vSphere license)
- 0-4 virtual SCSI HBAs
- 0-10 virtual Ethernet NICs
- 0-20 USB devices. ESXi supports USB 1.1, 2.0 and 3.0 compatible devices

SCSI HBAs (either LSILogic or BusLogic) can accept up to 15 virtual SCSI disks.

NICs are AMD PCNet/32 devices, Intel EtherPro 1000 NICs, VMware vmxnet NICs or flexi-
ble (ESXi chooses the best NIC). They operate at full GB and are used to connect to vir-
tual LAN segments. Different NICs have different compatibility and performance char-
acteristics. It is best to experiment to see which NIC type works best for your OS and 
application.
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Powered Off VMs
➲ VMs live in a private sub-directory
● Default directory name is VM name

➲ VM blueprint is its VMX file
● Configuration file describes properties of VM
● Default is VM-Name.vmx

● All other hardware components exist as files
.vmdk - Virtual Disk properties
-flat.vmdk - thick provisioned virtual disk file(s)
.nvram - BIOS setup files
.log - VM log files (4 copies)
.vmsd - Snapshot metadata (names, type, etc)
.vmsn - VM snapshot state data file
.vswp - VMkernel swap file for running VM
.vmss - VM suspend file (for suspend/restore)

By default, VMs live in a sub-directory that matches the VM's name. This may change if 
the VM was copied, cloned, etc.

The primary file for describing a VM is it's VMX file (i.e.: VMname.vmx). This is a text 
file that records the properties of the VM, such as...

- What hardware is present
- How is each device configured
- Any special properties assigned to a device (e.g.: a virtual NIC's MAC address)
- Any special tunables set for the VM
- Etc.

You can review and even edit this file with a Linux based text editor. Be careful if you 
do because if the format of the file is not honored e.g.: it (contains missing or invalid 
characters), you may break your VM.

Some files are only present if the features they support are being used. For example:

- a VMname.vswp file is created at VM boot time to provide storage for VMkernel
  paging. If the VM is powered off, this file will not be present
- a VMname.vmsd file is present whenever snapshot(s) exist on a VM. If there are no
  snapshots, this file may be empty or missing
- Other files will be created/used as needed

The purpose of all VMware VM files can be found here: 
http://www.vmware.com/support/ws5/doc/ws_learning_files_in_a_vm.html
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➲ Datastore Browser – Simplified file manager
● Cut, Copy, Download, Move, Delete from disk
● Imports (takes ownership of) powered off VMs
● Right click .vmx/.vmtx file, select Add to Inventory

Take Ownership of a VM

The Datastore Browser is a special file browser created especially for VMFS and NFS 
datastores. The Datastore Browser has limited functionality (from the perspective of a 
general file manager such as Windows Explorer or Linux's Nautilus) but it does include 
functions suitable to working with VMs.

Perhaps the most useful function provided by the Datastore Browser is the ability to Im-
port (take ownership of) a powered off VM.

For example, if you had a VM whose files live in a shared datastore and that VM failed 
because the host it was running on failed (e.g.: hardware failure), you could easily re-
cover the VM as follows:

- Point the vSphere Client at another ESXi box or VirtualCenter
- Click on an ESXi host
- Click on the Configuration tab
- Click the Storage link
- Right click the Datastore name that holds the failed VM
- Launch the Datastore browser
- Find and go into the VM's unique sub-directory
- Right click on the VM's VMX file and select Add to Inventory...
- Complete the Import VM wizard to assume ownership of the VM

Note you cannot assume ownership of a powered on VM because of the presence of VM 
locks. These locks are removed when a VM powers off or crashes.
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VM File Copy
➲ Virtual Machine replication
● Reduces complex operations down to sim-

ple file copies
● Copy VM files onto tape or SAN LUN
● Off-line, on-line Full VM Image Back Up

● Copy VM files to new directory
● Clone existing VM to new VM

● Move VM files to new storage volume
● VM Cold Migration

● Copy VM files to off-site ESXi host
● Poor-man's Disaster Recovery

A powered off virtual machine is stored as a number of files in a data store. By 
default all of the constituent files for a VM live in a sub-directory (the VM's name). 
Consequently, tasks that may be very difficult on a physical machine become very 
simple on a virtual machine. For example:

If you copy all of a VM's files into a new directory, you can effectively clone that vir-
tual machine creating a complete image of the VM's virtual hardware, virtual disks, 
etc.

If you copy the VM's constituent files to near line storage (e.g.: high-density SATA 
SAN LUN or storage device), you create a full image back up of the VM (which in-
cludes the virtual hardware, disk, configuration, etc.). This image could be then re-
stored on another ESXi box, moved to your Disaster Recovery site, used to create 
training, testing, development and other environments that exactly match the origi-
nal VM.

If you move a VM's directory and files to a new LUN you are effectively cold migrat-
ing that VM to a new location. This would be useful in a non-VirtualCenter environ-
ment where you wanted to get a VM off of local server storage and on to shared 
SAN/NAS storage.

Note: You can only file copy powered off VMs. Powered on VMs have read/write file 
locks that prevent you from copying or editing a VM's .vmdk files and .vswp files.
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Base Virtual Machine HW

● IDE virtual disks supported
● Some Legacy OS' do not 

support SCSI disks
● 2D / 3D video
● 3D capability for desktop OS
● Uses a virtual PCI bus slot

➲ Default Virtual HW
● BX/ZX/DX chipset
● Keyboard, mouse
● 1 floppy ctlr, 1 drive
● Primary IDE controller
● 1 CD/DVD reader

All new virtual machines start out with a base set of virtual hardware. This includes a 
virtual motherboard based on a virtualized Intel BX/ZX chipset. This virtual mother-
board includes:

- A keyboard controller
- A PS/2 style mouse controller
- A single Floppy controller with a single floppy drive
- An IDE Primary controller with a single (Master) IDE CD/DVD device
- A non-accelerated, 2D frame buffer video card plugged into a virtual PCI slot or 
  optionally an entry level Windows WDDM compliant 3D accelerated Video Card
  Useful for Windows 7 desktop VMs with Aero interface

The remainder of the VM's properties must be specified through the New Virtual Ma-
chine wizard. Not only will this wizard let you specify CPUs, Memory, Network and Disk 
properties – it will also let you add virtual floppies (a B: device) and additional IDE 
CD/DVD devices.

Note that ESXi now supports virtual IDE Hard Disks. You would use these only if your 
Guest OS is easier to work with using IDE disks rather than SCSI disks.
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The default configuration for your new VM is to assign it a single Virtual CPU. Virtual 
CPUs represent discrete CPU resources and normally map to a physical CPU core or Intel 
Hyperthreaded logical processors.

When a VM boots, the VMkernel presents one physical CPU resource to the VM for each 
virtual CPU the VM declares. So, when a uniprocessor VM boots, it runs with a single 
physical CPU resource. When a dual-processor VM boots, it runs with two physical CPU 
resources. And, when a quad-processor VM boots, it runs with four physical CPU re-
sources (4 cores), etc.

The VMkernel partially virtualizes physical CPU resources as follows:

- Each single core physical CPU appears as one physical CPU resource
- Each dual core physical CPU appears as 2 independent CPU resources
- Each quad core physical CPU appears as 4 independent CPU resources

The VMkernel then assigns one (or more) of these CPU resources to a VM at run time to 
match the VM's declared virtual CPU resources.

A quick note on Intel's Hyperthreading. Hyperthreading is a CPU trick that leads an op-
erating system to believe that a Hyperthreaded physical processor has two processing 
cores when, in fact, only one exist. Hyperthreading provided some modest performance 
benefits only on some Xeon processors.
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vCPU Sockets, Cores

➲ vCPUs can have 1-8 virtual cores/socket
● Number of sockets depend on guest OS
● E.g. Windows desktop OS' have 2 sockets max.

● Total VM cores ≤ total physical cores
● Or VM won't boot
● Can't add more cores than physical CPU cores 

VMware vSphere supports multi-core vCPUs. This was actually permitted in vSphere 
4.x but the feature was not exposed to the vSphere Client. Instead, you had to add 
the cpu.coresPerSocket configuration parameter.

Multi-core vCPUs allow you to break the performance barrier imposed by the tradi-
tional 2 vCPU limit of Windows desktop operating systems and Windows Standard and 
Enterprise operating systems. For Windows VMs that need more than two physical 
cores of cycles, you can now declare:

- 1, 2, 4 or 8 sockets
- 1-8 cores per socket (actual configuration determined by installed Guest OS)

This allows you to address performance issues by adding cores to a one socket VM  
without adding vCPUs as new sockets (which may incur licensing costs with some 3 rd 
party software). 

The maximum number of virtual sockets and cores you can have in a VM is dictated 
by:

- What the guest OS permits (e.g.: W2k8 Server Standard allows 4 sockets max)
- What your vSphere license permits (ESXi (free) and Standard: 8 vCPU cores, 
  Enterprise: 32 vCPU cores, Enterprise+: 64 vCPU cores max)
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The VMkernel owns all memory and hands RAM out to VMs on demand. When a VM is 
created, you declare the maximum amount of RAM the VM can use. This setting is 
passed to the VM's Guest OS through the VM's BIOS in the same way a physical machine's 
BIOS would report physical memory to an OS.

The VMkernel provides the VM with virtual memory that looks, to the VM, as physical 
memory. That is, from the VM's perspective, RAM appears to start at physical address 
zero and increases until the declared RAM size.

While the VMkernel provides the illusion that the VM has a full allocation of RAM, the 
reality is that RAM is mapped into the VM's memory space dynamically – on first use. 
That way, a VM cannot hog memory simply by declaring it.

Since most VMs will not use all of their declared RAM, the result is that the VMkernel 
holds back declared but unreferenced memory. This memory can be used to run other 
VMs making it reasonable to boot and run VM's whose total declared memory size is 1.2 
to 1.4 times the physical memory size of your server.

To ensure effective memory utilization, do not over provision a VM with RAM. That is - 
declare what the VM really needs and no more.
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VM Wizard - Disk
➲ VMs see Virtual SCSI storage
● Controller - LSILogic, BusLogic

● BusLogic / LSILogic – for Legacy OS
● Provides guest OS hardware compatibility

● VMware Paravirtual – 100% virtual
● Disk - Generic SCSI disks

● Preallocated full size, thin provisioning
● Same name as VM
● Must specify Datastore location and 

Disk node 0:0 (SCSI CTLR:Target)
● Mode – default: snapshots allowed

● Other option is Independent:
● Persistent – updates committed right away
● Non-persistent – updates discarded on 

reboot

Supported virtual host bus adapter types:

BusLogic SCSI HBA – for legacy VMs like Windows NT/2000 and older Linux
LSILogic SCSI HBA – for newer operating systems like Windows 2003 and newer Linux. 
VMware supports both Parallel and SAS HBAs
SATA – for operating systems that do not support SCSI storage (very well)

Virtual SCSI HBAs look, act and function exactly like physical hardware so a guest oper-
ating system can easily detect them and correctly select and initialize the correct 
driver for the hardware. However, when the guest OS attempts to perform I/Os against 
the SCSI HBA, those I/Os are handed to the VMkernel to be completed on real hard-
ware. Consequently, there is no performance difference between either of the above 
two virtual SCSI HBAs.

SCSI HBAs are single bus, non-accelerated, non-RAID storage controllers. The reason for 
the lack of 'brains' is that all real storage management is performed by the underlying 
physical hardware so there is no need to recreate this functionality at the virtual hard-
ware level.

Virtual disks are represented as files that live in a storage volume. These virtual disks 
can be preallocated to their declared size so exercise care when sizing a disk or Thin 
Provisioned – so that they use what they need now and grow when more space is 
needed. Later we will see that it is easy to increase the size of a virtual disk to deal 
with any unanticipated storage growth.

Disk modes control Snapshot behavior. Snapshots are allowed in Independent mode but 
not in Persistent mode. Non-persistent mode creates a snapshot at boot but deletes it 
at power off.
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VMware Paravirtual Controller
➲ Low overhead, high 

throughput virtual SCSI 
storage controller
● Works as a SCSI boot 

controller on XP, W2k3, 
W7, W2k8, W8, W2k12, 
Linux
● Must add driver to OS 

during installation
● Benchmarks 20+% 

faster than virtual LSI or 
BusLogic controller
● 300% faster than virtual 

SATA controller

VMware supports the Paravirtual SCSI controller in modern operating systems 
including:

- Windows Server 2003, 2008, 2012, Windows XP, 7 and 8.x
- Linux – RedHat Linux 5 & 6, SuSE Enterprise Linux 11, Ubuntu 10.04

The Paravirtual controller can be either a boot controller (not RedHat 5) or a 
controller for secondary storage volumes.

The Paravirtual controller is a 100% virtual device with no physical counter-
parts. VMware designed it for high throughput and low overhead. Bench-
marks (see: http://longwhiteclouds.com/2014/01/13/vmware-vsphere-5-5-
virtual-storage-adapter-performance/) show the Paravirtual controller at 20+
% faster than the LSI Logic controller (with same backing hardware) and 
300% faster than the VMware virtual SATA controller.

The Paravirtual controller driver is not included with your OS. To add the 
driver, start the installer, when prompted for the storage controller:

Click VM > Edit Settings > Floppy Image in Datastore > vmimages > floppies

Pick pvscsi-Windows2008.flp for Windows 7 & 8 installs
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Virtual Disk Snapshots
➲ Snapshots save VM state
● A new .vmdk file holds 

all changed disk blocks
● Memory, CPU context be 

optionally saved
● Original .vmdk set to Read 

Only
● Used for testing, training, 

patching, etc.
● Lowers disk performance
● Noticable after snapshot 

exceeds 1GB in size
● Do not use snapshots on 

production VMs

Snapshots are a great tool that greatly facilitates testing, development, patching, con-
figuration change testing etc. because you can always back out of a Snapshot if you 
don't like what the change does to your VM.

Snapshots can either capture the virtual disk state only or both the virtual disk state 
and the current VM's RAM state. By capturing the VM's RAM state, you can revert the VM 
back to the saved state discarding all changes to both disk and RAM.

Snapshots do have overhead so don't run production VMs with active Snapshots. To min-
imize Snapshot overhead try to keep the size of the Snapshot volume to under 1GB in 
size. If the Snapshot volume (disk that holds the changes to your virtual disk) grows be-
yond 1GB, or if the number of Snapshots active on your VM is more than 1, then the per-
formance of your VM may degrade.

Snapshot Rule
If you can't afford to lose data in a snapshot – then commit the snapshot!
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Snapshot Manager
➲ Snapshot Manager
● Displays all VM 

snapshots
● Select snapshot, 

then:
● Go to – revert back 

to the VM state when 
the snapshot was 
made

● Delete – commit all 
changes and delete 
the temporary snap-
shot .vmdk used to 
hold changed disk 
blocks

VMware's Snapshot Manager is the tool for managing Snapshots. With the Snapshot Man-
ager, you can:

- Commit a Snapshot (Delete)
- Revert back to a past snapshot throwing away changes (Go to)
- Fork a Snapshot (for two or more sub-Snapshot branches)

The Snapshot Manager is a very flexible tool, supporting up to 32 active Snapshots on a 
single VM.
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Complete the Virtual Machine
➲ Complete the New Virtual Machine Wizard
● 1 to 4 virtual CD/DVD devices
● Connects to host DVD, ISO image, Desktop DVD
● Leave Disconnected when not needed

● Up to 2 virtual floppy devices
● Server Floppy, Floppy image, Desktop Floppy
● Leave Disconnected when not needed

● Virtual Network Adapters (vNICs)
● 0 to 10 virtual NICs
● vmxnet3 vNICs give best speed, lowest overhead
● vNICs connect to existing vSwitch Port Group

● Virtual Serial, Parallel ports
● Maps to host physical serial/parallel ports or files
● If VM VMotioned to another host, serial/parallel I/Os 

network redirected back to the original host port 

When you complete the New Virtual Machine wizard, you specify additional properties 
for your VM. This includes:

- Number of virtual NICs and the network Port Groups to which each vNIC is attached
- The properties of each CD/DVD device connected to your VM
- The properties of each Floppy device connected to your VM

CD/DVD devices and floppies can connect to the ESXi host's physical CD/DVD or floppy 
device. They can connect to media images (ISO images or floppy images) of ripped me-
dia or they can connect to desktop devices (your PC's local CD/DVD device or floppy de-
vice).

The best thing to do for removable media is to run disconnected. When a virtual 
CD/DVD device or floppy is disconnected, it is not associated with any physical device 
or media image. If the guest OS queries the virtual CD/DVD or floppy device when it is 
disconnected, the virtual device will report that there is no media in the device. This 
setting is safest (no accidental boots of install media) and also the most efficient (low-
est virtualization overhead).
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Remote Console
➲ VMware Remote Console application
● Power manage, 

snapshot VMs
● Send Ctl+Alt+Del
● Use Ctl+Alt+Ins
● VM > Guest > 

Send Ctl-Alt-Del
● BIOS interaction
● Hit Ctl+Alt to 

release your 
mouse from the 
console window

The VMware Remote Console application is a Windows application that provides full 
console access to your VM. Similar to an IP based KVM (remote Keyboard, Video, Mouse 
device), the Remote Console lets you:

- Edit the virtual machines properties (The VM menu item)
- Power manage your VM (power on/off, suspend/resume)
- Send a Ctl-Alt-Del (VM > Guest > Send Ctl-Alt-Del or hit Ctl-Alt-Ins)
- Interact with the VM's BIOS during boot

All network connections between VMware client software and VMware server software 
is handled through secure (encrypted) connections so there is no security risk to inter-
acting with your VM over the network.

For the best Remote Console experience, 

- Keep the resolution of the guest OS reasonable (e.g.: 1024x768)
- Keep the color depth of the VM low (16 bits should be sufficient)
- Disable all screen savers, especially 3D screen savers (as these just burn CPU)
- Turn off screen effects like menu animations, etc.
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Virtual Machine BIOS
➲ Phoenix BIOS
● F2: Setup
● ESC: Boot menu
● F12: PXE boot
● Latency through 

Remote Console 
application can 
be frustrating
● To adjust:

Edit Settings > 
Options > 
Boot Options > 
Power On Boot 
Delay > 10000ms

VMware uses a licensed Phoenix BIOS for all VMs. The Phoenix BIOS has been trimmed to 
provide only functions needed by a virtual machine. For example, there is no place in 
the BIOS to monitor fans, CPU temperatures, processor voltage, etc.

The virtual Phoenix BIOS boots very quickly, making it hard to hit the F2 key (Setup) or 
the ESC key (boot menu) in time to activate the feature. If you have this problem, edit 
the VM's settings and adjust the Boot Options of the VM to force it to sit in the BIOS 
Power On Self Test (POST) screen for a desired number of seconds before continuing.

You can use the BIOS Setup screen (F2 key) to modify the VM's boot behavior, the BIOS 
date/time and other hardware properties. You can use the BIOS Boot menu (ESC key) to 
change the boot device for the current boot.
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Install Guest OS
➲ OS install CD or 

ISO connected to 
virtual CD/DVD
● Default boot order
● Hard disk
● CD/DVD
● Floppy
● NIC – PXE boot

● To change: VM >
Edit Settings > 
CD/DVD 1 > 
Datastore ISO >
Select ISO image 
> Connect at Power On

Once you have completed the New Virtual Machine wizard, the next step is to install an 
OS onto your new virtual hardware. It is a good idea to install your operating system 
through ISO images rather than physical media because:

- ISO images do not require physical access to the ESXi server's CD/DVD device
- ISO images deliver data 5-10x faster than a CD/DVD device
- ISO images cannot get lost, scratched, dirty, etc.

To boot off of your ISO image, edit the VM's settings, click the CD/DVD Drive 1 device, 
select Datastore ISO image and then Browse over to the ISO file you wish to use to in-
stall your operating system. Be sure to check the Connect at power on option to present 
this ISO to your virtual CD/DVD device at boot time.
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VM Running with Stock Drivers

➲ Device Manager cor-
rectly identifies almost all 

virtual hardware
● Most virtual devices recog-

nized by the guest OS
● One unresolved H/W issue
● We need a driver for the 

VMware virtual NIC
● VMware Tools provides 

improved virtual drivers
● VMware Tools must be 

installed while you are logged 
in to the Guest OS

VMware virtual hardware emulates popular physical hardware. Because the mother-
board chipset, keyboard controller, mouse controller, SCSI HBA, NIC and other resources 
are based on very popular physical hardware, your guest OS should be able to identify 
virtual hardware without the need for additional (e.g.: 3 rd party) drivers.

Proof of this is easy to establish. In the above screen grab, Windows Device Manager is  
displayed on a freshly installed Windows VM. A quick review of Device Manager's inven-
tory shows that Windows has correctly identified all virtual hardware, selected the cor-
rect devices drivers for that hardware and correctly initialized the drivers. The result is 
that you could run Windows without the need for updated drivers.

While stock Windows drivers are adequate, they are not optimal. VMware provides an 
enhanced driver set under the name VMware Tools. VMware Tools provides improved 
drivers for virtual Video, Mouse, NIC and SCSI HBAs. VMware Tools includes additional 
functionality that will greatly improve the resource efficiency of your ESXi server.

Because of the many benefits of VMware Tools, it is recommended that you install 
VMware Tools into all guest operating systems. In fact, many VMware shops go so far as 
to establish a policy that states:

If VMware Tools is not available for the Guest OS then we will not allow the virtual-
ization of that operating system.
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VMware Tools
➲ Guest OS drivers improves virtual H/W
● Video, Mouse, NICs, SCSI HBA

➲ Also adds drivers for
● Heart Beat, Filesystem sync
● VM CPU status (busy/idle)
● Memory efficiency

➲ VMware Tools now
● Auto time synchronizes with ESXi host
● Supports auto-update without VM reboot
● Added to vSphere 5.1

VMware Tools provides a set of virtual hardware specific drivers built specifically for 
your Guest OS of choice. VMware Tools is available for:

- Windows NT 4, 2000, 2003, XP, Vista, Windows 2008/2012, Windows 7/8, etc.
- Many Linux releases including RedHat Enterprise Linux, SuSE Linux and Ubuntu
- Solaris 8,9,10,11
- Free BSD
- Netware 5.1 and 6.x
- SCO OpenServer 5 and SCO UNIXware

VMware Tools includes additional drivers that improve your virtual machine experience. 
These include:

- A Heart Beat driver that continuously reports your VM's health back to the VMkernel
- A File System Synchronization driver. This driver resides in the Guest OS but is under 
  the control of the VMkernel. At the VMkernel's request, the Synchronization driver 
  will force the Guest OS to post all pending writes to disk. This is usually performed
  just before Snapshotting a VM  and is used to ensure the integrity of the virtual disk
- A Guest OS Busy/Idle indicator. The VMkernel VM scheduler uses this status to determ-
  ine if the VM is actively running tasks (busy) or running the VM's idle task (idle). If the 
  VMkernel is told that the VM is idling, then the VMkernel will reduce the VM's 
  scheduling priority (as the VM would just waste whatever cycles it would receive).
- A Memory Management driver that is officially called the vmmemctl driver (but 
  unofficially called the Ballooning driver). This driver lets the VMkernel take back any 
  over allocation of RAM the VM happens to have without negatively impacting the VM 
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USB Virtual Device Support

➲ ESXi VMs support USB controllers, devices
● First, add a USB controller to a running VM
● Then connect up to 20 USB devices

● Assign physical USB host devices or USB 
devices from your desktop directly to the VM

ESXi now supports USB pass through to physical USB devices. Before a VM can use a 
USB device, you must add a USB controller to the VM. You can hot-add USB con-
trollers (depending on Guest OS support).

Once you've added a USB controller, you can connect to physical USB devices like se-
curity dongles and USB storage devices. A USB device can be used by only one VM at 
a time. But, if it is disconnected from one VM, it an be connected to a different VM.

VMware provides USB Passthrough capabilities for USB devices. This means that you 
can VMotion a VM to a new ESXi host and it will still be able to use the USB key as-
signed to it on the original ESXi host. This also works for DRS. However, USB 
passthrough does not work for VMware HA (because the original host may have 
failed) or Fault Tolerance (again because the original host may have failed). Also, 
USB passthrough does not work for Distributed Power Management because DPM may 
power off the host with the USB key attached.

You can add a USB Device to your VM only after you've added a USB controller to the 
VM. Furthermore, you can only add a USB device to a VM if:

- there is a physical USB device in your server, or
- there is a physical USB device on your PC running the vSphere Client

Otherwise, the USB Device add function is disabled!
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USB 2.0, 3.0 Device Support

➲ ESXi supports USB 2.0 and 3.0 devices
● VM sees a single USB 2.0 or 3.0 controller
● For USB 3.0, the Guest OS must have native 

USB 3.0 support before you can select xHCI
● Included in W7, W8, W2k12, modern Linux
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Windows Performance Tips

➲ Turn off all screen 
savers or use Blank

➲ Adjust Windows for 
best performance

Simple Windows changes can improve VM responsiveness and prevent the waste of 
CPU cycles. It is a good practice to turn off animations, fades and other windows 
transitions (for menu functions, opening/moving windows, etc.) that look nice but 
chew up bandwidth and CPU. Since CPU is now a shared resource and fancy screen 
updates chew up network bandwidth, turning them off should improve VM respon-
siveness.

Here are some performance saving suggestions:

Turn off Screen Animations, etc. (Windows 2003)
The steps below will turn off most screen effects (shadows, animations, etc.)
My Computer (right click) > Properties > Advanced > Performance / Settings > Adjust 
for best performance

Medium Color Depth
Reducing the color depth (bits/pixel) can improve screen refresh times and cut net-
work bandwidth in half.
Background (right click) > Properties > Settings > Color Quality > 15 or 16-bit > OK

Screen Saver
Screen savers chew up cycles keeping virtual screens up to date. It can cost you 
50+mhz/VM to keep a screen saver going. Never use 3D screen savers (pipes, etc.) as 
they can be 10x as expensive as simple screen savers.
Background (right click) > Properties > Screen Saver > Select Blank > OK
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Supported Guest OS
➲ Windows 16-bit, 32-bit, 64-bit OS
● NT 4, W2k, W2k3, W2k8, W2k8 R2, W2k12
● XP Pro, Vista 32-bit, 64-bit
● Windows 7 32-bit, 64-bit, Windows 8/8.1
● 16-bit Win 3.1, Win 9x and MS-DOS 6
● No official support for Windows ME, NT 3.x!

➲ Linux - SuSE, RedHat, Ubuntu, Asianix
● CentOS works (re-badged RedHat)
● No support for Fedora (but usually works)

➲ Others include:
● Apple Mac OS X 10.6+. Netware 5.1, 6.x
● Solaris 8, 9,10, 11 – 32 bit and 64 bit
● SCO OpenServer 5, UNIXWare 7

Because a VMware virtual machine starts with virtual hardware, VMware supports a 
wide range of popular Guest OS's including DOS, Windows, Windows 95 and 98, Linux, 
Solaris, Free BSD, SCO and Netware. 

The VMkernel is a 64-bit hypervisor that is capable of running 32-bit and 64-bit guest 
operating systems on hardware that supports 64-bit instructions (AMD Opterons and 
Intel EMT64 or newer Xeons).

VMware Tools is available for all supported guest operating systems. If an operating 
system is not supported then VMware Tools usually isn't available (exception is Linux 
where you can custom compile VMware Tools for unsupported releases).

For the best overall virtualization experience including scalability, performance, 
etc., it is recommended that you only run guest operating systems with VMware 
Tools installed.
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Lab 5 Discussion
➲ Understanding Lab 5
● Anecdotally, 90-95% of all VMs are 

Windows VMs – so we will install Windows
● Lab 5 focuses on installing Windows as a VM
● Procedures for installing W2k8, W2k3 are 

essentially the same
● Build VM, install OS, Add VMware Tools, etc.

● Windows server resource needs
● W2k3 only needs 512MB RAM, 3GB disk
● W2k8 needs 1+GB RAM, 10+GB disk just to boot

● To keep things small and responsive, we will 
install W2k3 in our new VM
● W2k8 install media is available for those who wish 

to experiment!
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Lab 5 – Create, Configure a VM 
➲ Create a new virtual machine on a stand 

alone ESXi host
● Create a new VM and install Windows
● Install, configure VMware Tools
● Verify connectivity to the Internet
● Add 3rd party apps to your VM
● Relinquish, retake ownership of a VM using 

the Datastore Browser
● Manually clone your VM
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